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Twenty-First Century MarvelsIn concert with 100 international experts, World Mints and Central

Banks, the Standard Catalog of World Coins 2001-Date, 10th Edition, provides an exhaustive and

thorough catalog rich with new issue coinage and values from the Twenty-First Century.For the first

time, this substantial guide to the inspired and inventive offerings found in the world market now

features MS65 values for much of the catalog. What&#39;s more, the catalog features thousands of

new type listings and more values for PF63 and PF65 than ever before.Extensive yet easily

managed, you will find:Current values for coins organized by country and listed by denomination

and issue dateGlobally accepted KM reference numbersDetailed descriptions, weights and

measuresThousands of new listingsMS65 values for much of the catalogMore values for PF63 and

PF65Experience and explore today&#39;s modern collectible coin market as it pushes technology

to marry art and meaning to create Twenty-First Century marvels.
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George S. Cuhaj has served the Krause Publications numismatic staff for 20 years. Before

becoming an editor with the Standard Catalog of World Coin series he worked for the American

Numismatic Society and as a cataloger for Stack's Rare Coins, both of New York City. Cuhaj is past

president of the American Medallic Sculpture Association and his art medal creations have been

show internationally. Thomas Michael has served as a market analyst for 25 years at Krause

Publications, which holds a reputation for creating the world's best-selling coin books. Michael holds

a bachelor's of arts degree in history and a mast of arts degree in economics.



I had a bad premonition when I opened the volume. On the first page of the catalogue the only

change is a larger map of Afghanistan. Everything else is the same. Not a trace of new circulating

magnetic 10 leke (2009) and 20 leke (2012) coins even though 2012 commemoratives have been

added. Algeria? Commemorative 200 dinars 2012 missing. Andorra? Up to 2013, not a trace of

2014 euro issue. Aruba? No 2014 new circulating coins with the new king. Azerbaijan listing

includes all coins issued up to 2006. Brazil starts with a gold 10 reis (actually, it should be reais),

lower denominations follow. Guatemala misses some 2010 coins. Kazakhstan ends in 2011.

Lithuania does not include 25 litu denomination. Norway ends in 2012. Pakistan 25 paisa is actuallly

25 rupees. As if to balance missing coins the editors generously threw in some coins not heard of

anywhere else such as Morocco 5 santimat 2011 or Morocco 25 centimes (???) 2002. Some coins

are listed twice e.g. Iran #1276 (or #1278) and 1277 (or #1279). Some prices are out of touch with

reality (Monaco 2 euro #195 2011 and #200 2013 are available at 10% of current Krause prices, not

a surprise as the mintages exceed one milion of each). I won't bore you with further examples but it

seems to me that there is something wrong in the listings of every country.Some years ago I

realised that Krause is in trouble when the 20th century edition I bought was printed without several

chapters (including such a minor country as Spain...) which I later received by e-mail. It has only

gotten worse. This catalogue is simply not ready for publication, information which can be easily

obtained on the Internet is missing. The information can probably be also obtained directly from

mints or banks - why wasn't it? Wasn't there enough people in the publishing house to write the

necessary e-mails? I can't tell.What I can do is this: give you a piece of advice. If you already have

2014 or 2015 edition, don't bother buying the 2016 one. It is not worth the price. However, if you

collect world coins and you haven't got a catalogue yet, there is no better one on the market. I am

very sad to admit it - with Krause lowering its standards the world have just gotten a little worse. My

advice to the editors is this - don't publish another edition until you are certain you are ready!

Good night , the catalog really has many flaws in the press there are parts that are not read , they

are stained the page , the prices of currencies do not match the columns where they should go , you

have blank pages in order is defective this issue, really I've never done them a claim but this time I

think I should refund my money to my credit card , catalog price plus freight to pay for it to arrive

faster, or in the worst case reintegrÃ¡rmelo with a gift card to buy another article in this decision is

you . regards2016 Standard Catalog of World Coins 2001-Date



A valuable reference assest for the coin collector.

I liked the CD. It sure makes searching easier.

Exactly what I was looking for.

too manu missing coins

This is one of the three I bought and mentioned in my review of the 1801 1900.What a buy!

A periodic review of values is essential and this volume does that well.
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